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Figure i-b. Spaee charge flow when onlf part of the sphere 
is an emitter. 
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Feeu·s ~,leetroae at C·athode potential .• 
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Figure 1-C·. Eleetro·n trajectories with the foeu.s--eiectrode 
in place. 
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·Figure 1 •. Steps 1n the .. develop,ent of the Pierce.gun. 
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i : --~-- ... - FlguI"e 1-a is given by3 · 
The total curr~nt emitted fr.om the outer sphere·or 
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Langmuir and Blodgett provide a convenient table of' y:13.;I.tJ.E:l_S ___ _ __ _ 
The current in the Pierce gun is related to the 
. . -1 total current between the spheres by the ratio of the 
emitting areas, which can be expressed in terms or the·~~~~~~~---
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··· ·· · The peryeance is seen to dep8nd on two variab1es: 
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,., As the electrons pass ·through the anode aperture, 
they lee.,ve the t:1ccelerating fiel_d __ ~4 __ cJ1~;tr~t_ witl1. tl1.e __________ ·-······-- -----· 
. ~- - -·----------- --- ---------·--~ --·--
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drifting at· a uniform velocity can be C'li.etermined from the . 
--------- ___ :_~~=--~~=---~~~-==---"Universal Beam Spread· Cu!'ve, 11 · which is obtained~ by·· inte-. ---- - - --
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' position. down stream from the anode. Figure 2 shows the 
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it forms. Tlie magl;l,etic focus,sing system is nor111ally begun 
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-- . . . .. ----------------- -- - - -
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passi11g through a hole in a charged pla·te o · V is the beam , 
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. . , 
voltage and ( G2·s, G1 ) is the difference between the. pot~n-
• tial gradients on each side of the plate. In an electron 
negative · and the beam will be less ,convergent af'ter it . ~.I . \.,./ . 
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Application of equati_on (4J. r~~--------~:_'.~~cc--.'-~----
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Pierce's pro·cedu.re is .somewhat empirical in that a 
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. practical shape. for the focus electrt"ode mu:it be fourid ex~-- -·-----·----------··· 
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perime11tally. An -el~etrolytic tank·, such as.that pictured .. : .... _, ... ; ......... , .......... . 
in Figure 4, is useful :Cor th.is purposeo In order· t;o 
::·,_ --:· 
. s im.ul at; e axially symmetric systems 9 in which electrodes.·_ 
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-~~ _ :--~- _ -- ... are figtires o:r rotation, a va-edge shaped tank is. 1.,1.sed. 
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P1Ietal strips scaled to the shape of the intended· anode and . · . 
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Previous experience indicated that extensive adjust- . . . .L . . i 
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shapes to compensate at least partially for tl1.ese; ef'facj:;s. 
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I Two approaches were employed in· setting up the second :-_f 
. . .. , .. ··-· .... -· ,··-. i' . 
'
s . 
-.:',-:· I lk ' . : . .. .. :~: ____ ----- ···----------------·· .... -· -- -----, ---·-- . ___ ...:.. -----·-··----! -
~> _ designo · In order to increase the perveanoe the _ protruding ; 
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anocle lip 1r1as ext;e11cled closer to the cathode o . The nei"l 
. i 
cathode to anode spacing 1:1as dete1mnecl by calculating ...... -·-·--·--··-·---··-----·- -··--- -- -! . 
dimensions :for a basic design of' perveance 1.375x10-6Atv312 , 
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·. or 25 per cent greater than that requir_ed. The focus 
elec~trode tr1as placed at a 67° angle to a radiu·s at·. the 
-· .-·-.,,·-·-.-.·;.:::-;.:.-~:' 
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., •. c,,' -trating electrode tihich was' placed further from the 
··-·······----·-·------· .. ----·---·. -,-- ~. -- .. . - - - . . - . . -
' . 
... _ ... ._ ·-· .. ------ ·-~---·--" ···--···--···-------~ ... -----~--------~-
· ... cathode in order ,to decrease .its influence· on the tra:jec- · ~ -------·---·:: 
····· -·-· - -· ., ...... ,.~-----·-·-- _--•,· . ..... -- ... -(; .. . : .. _ ... ~ ·- -- ··:· -·,-_----- -- ---_.:·.- : .: '. -·:: .:. ·:··:' ·\· 
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·torieso Figures l)O and 11 show that. both measures were . ' 
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o:r tl1e second design, except that the focus electrode was 
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R·esults .ror the third design are presented in Figures 
J' 
D 
12 and 13. 
,,. . n ,.,._ ... ., -7',·~., .. ., ...... ., . --· ·..-.- .. ''• 
.- .. , ....... , , ..•.. -.. . .. · :: - . . ...... . Cross overs are- not as serious as in the fi~st· 
·.,/ 
·two designs· and the convergence ratio is 4.9:l. The per- _ 
......... -~ · veance is computed to be 1.385 .x: 10-6 which agrees closely - -· 
. ·-··----:-- .. -~-·------------ ·------- ·--·---·-··---- ' -
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with the value of 1.37~ x 10-6 for which the cathode 
geometry 1r1as calculated. The outer trajectory does cross ...... ·--···----·---·-,-·----·-- .. -';,.t .. : .... :., 
.to1i1ard the axis 9 but its slope is m~ch leas tha·n was 
· ..observed in the firs·t and second designs o 
· Three trajectories are shown superimposed on the 
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I equipotential plot of Figure 13: 
I • • 
(l) the trajectory 
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The tendency for current to hconcentrate in the . outer 
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edge of the beam may be due. either ·to space charge forces 
,. or to distortion of the .,equipotentia:Ls near· the anode 
aperture. The ·latter ,effect is· probably _the most signifi-
. cant, s-ince space eh~r-ige riepulsion should a.f:rect the outer 
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electron most severely ( all other electrons are balanced 
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Figure l)o. Equip©t~ntials in the· thi~d gun de~igno 
· ·- il.lustrate the effec·c · of field distortion in 
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The affect of field distortion can be understood· 
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·norma·l to the equipotentialo The equipot;entials shot;m in ... 
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explained in the following manner: The edge electron 
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show the greatest curvatur-e. Hence the edge electron re·-
oeive~.,. proportionately more converging force than any others, _ · 
.... 
·-· -- ·-·--·---
-- . ---·· 
- .......... ~~ ... ~--· ~-,--. ---- ---~---·-··------
so its trajecto17 crosses some of those near>e~ the aJC.is_. . .. . ·-· - . 
·- ··---------- ----- .---·-------.---' --· -- - ... --- - -
... ·Elect~ons closer to the. axis,. are .·subject to ·proportionate·lr·:_·-~~-~-=~:~-~·:··· · 
les·s converging force.· 
For the .fourth design,ei'fort .·was made to compensate 
'· for the field distort;io11. near .. ,he a.node, by: (1) increas1.ng 
-· ·-·-- ' ...... ···--- ... ----··· ··- ··-····-·-·--·--··-·-· -
" . 
the.cathode curvature and, (2). enlarging the .anode aperture. 
. . The focus electrod~ shape was not changed because it was 
apparent that eliminating the concentrating electrode re-
-•· duced crossovers o. 
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Pierce design value was proposed by'Frost·and Purl. 1 ·They 
devised a demountable beam analyzer which measui~es the 
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of the anode,. llhere the greatest converging field exists, .. 
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Also, the anode to cathode ~pacing was i~oreased to 
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if no concent1~ating electrode is used •. 
Figures l~l and 15. These results sho\'c1 a co11vergence .. ratio 
of 7: 1 and a perveance of O. 9S x _'J:o-6 A/v312 • The outer · · 
" " ' ~·~··' . 
· trajectory does crossover, but as in the third design its " ··--
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than desired, this design closely meets· the requirements. 
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The diff'erence in convergence bettreen the third and fourth 
designs 111ay be related to. the diff.erence in pe:rv0anC0o 
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